This map describes winter travel opportunities from the beginning of the snow season in the FALL/WINTER when local conditions prevent travel on designated roads and trails by wheeled vehicles UNTIL THE TIME IN THE SPRING when local conditions become suitable to support wheeled vehicle traffic on designated roads and trails without causing resource damage. Detailed maps are posted at some trailheads for reference.

Additional closures or restrictions may be made at any time for resource protection or public safety. To avoid inconvenience, Forest visitors are encouraged to contact local District Ranger offices for current travel information.

Winter Recreation Rules to Play By

1. Make your contacts with others pleasant. Respect the rights of all forest visitors to enjoy the beauty of the winter wonderland. Good manners and a friendly attitude will make encounters more pleasant for everyone.

2. Park considerately, taking no more space than needed, without blocking other vehicles and without impeding access to trails.

3. Keep to the right when meeting another forest visitor. Yield the right-of-way to traffic moving downhill.

4. Ride in control and pass others slowly. Slow down and use caution when approaching another.

5. Respect private property, designated Wilderness areas, trail use signs, established ski tracks and area closures.

6. Don’t block the paths of others. Move off the trail to visit or sightsee.

7. Be kind to wildlife. Avoid areas posted for the protection of wildlife.


9. Realize that equipment, ability, the terrain, weather, and the traffic on the trail should determine destination objective and trail speed. In case of emergency, volunteer assistance.

10. Respect groomed trails. Snowshoers, “skate” skiers, pet owners, and hikers should avoid activities that damage groomed tracks.

Know Before You Go… Check backcountry avalanche and weather conditions before you leave. Call 24 hour a day the Forest Service Utah Avalanche Center (888) 999-4019, or see www.utahavalanchecenter.org and select icons in Utah.

Trail Grooming Information… Trails are groomed by Utah State Parks and Recreation. For grooming condition updates check www.snowut.com

For more information contact:  

Utah-Wasatch-Cache National Forests  
Logan Ranger District  
Logan, UT 84321-4373
(435) 755-3620

Ogden Ranger District  
Logan, UT 84321-4373
(435) 755-3620

Public Lands Information Center  
Logan, UT 84321-4373
(435) 755-3620